
I-mop is the perfect solution to combat floor cleaning
problems, combining the maneuverability of an
ordinary mop with the power and efficiency of a
professional automatic scrubber. It increases the
cleaning speed by more than 80% compared to a
traditional mop.

I-MOP 
INNOVATIVE FLOOR
CLEANING MACHINE

NEW GENERATION OF FLOOR CLEANERS

Most machines can't handle access to tight, crowded
areas. To the rescue comes the I-mop! It allows you to
reach even the narrowest spaces, providing full
mobility.

I-MOP offers:In today's dynamic times, technology seems to be
driving all areas of life. From communication to
medicine to everyday tasks such as cleaning. Modern
innovations are transforming our reality and changing
the ways in which we perform even the simplest tasks.

The cleaning sector is no exception. With the evolution
of technology, we are beginning to appreciate the
potential that lies in modern cleaning tools. We are
shifting to innovation, looking for ways to provide
more efficient, eco-friendly and user-friendly solutions.

In this context comes the I-team, which offers us
innovative solutions, such as modern I-MOP battery
mops. These advanced devices not only make work
easier, but also improve its quality. Thanks to the latest
technologies, such as smart sensors and powerful
batteries, the I-MOP mop becomes an irreplaceable
tool in the fight against dirt and bacteria.

With advanced suction technology, our system
removes basically all water from the floor, eliminating
the risk of slips and falls.

It provides 90% cleaner surfaces compared to cleaning
with a conventional mop.

Thanks to the removable battery power, the device can
be used constantly, even 24/7.

You use the machine without the unnecessary
restrictions of having to plug it into an outlet.

It uses a small amount of chemical cleaning products.

Depending on the type of floor surface, you can choose
pads and brushes.


